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Airborne pathogens — either transmitted via aerosol or

droplets — include a wide variety of highly infectious and

dangerous microbes such as variola virus, measles virus,

influenza A viruses, Mycobacterium tuberculosis,

Streptococcus pneumoniae, and Bordetella

pertussis. Emerging zoonotic pathogens, for example, MERS

coronavirus, avian influenza viruses, Coxiella, and Francisella,

would have pandemic potential were they to acquire efficient

human-to-human transmissibility. Here, we synthesize insights

from microbiological, medical, social, and economic sciences

to provide known mechanisms of aerosolized transmissibility

and identify knowledge gaps that limit emergency

preparedness plans. In particular, we propose a framework of

drivers facilitating human-to-human transmission with the

airspace between individuals as an intermediate stage. The

model is expected to enhance identification and risk

assessment of novel pathogens.
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Introduction
The horror of airborne infectious diseases subsided sub-

stantially in the 20th century in developed nations, largely

due to implementation of hygiene practices and the

development of countermeasures such as vaccination

and antimicrobials. The recent emergence of zoonotic

pathogens such as avian influenza A viruses (e.g. H5N1

and H7N9) and coronaviruses (CoV) (i.e. SARS CoV

(severe acute respiratory syndrome) and MERS CoV

(Middle East respiratory syndrome)) raises the specter

of future pandemics with unprecedented health and

economic impacts if these pathogens gain the ability to

spread efficiently between humans via the airborne route.

While cross-species barriers have helped avoid a human

pandemic with highly pathogenic avian influenza A

(HPAI) viruses, a limited number of mutations in circu-

lating avian H5N1 viruses would be needed for the

acquisition of airborne transmissibility in mammals

[1�]. A global pandemic by SARS CoV was averted largely

by fast identification, rapid surveillance and effective

quarantine practices. However, not all emerging patho-

gens can be contained due to a delay in initial detection,

an inability to properly assess pandemic risk, or an inabil-

ity to contain an outbreak at the point of origin. Before

2009, widely circulating H1N1 swine viruses were largely

thought to pose little pandemic risk but, despite early

attempts to limit spread, pH1N1 caused the first influenza

virus pandemic of the 21st century. Implementation of

suitable countermeasures is hampered by our limited

capability to anticipate the sequence of events following
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the initial detection of a novel microorganism in an animal

or human host. In the immediate future, the occurrence of

(i.e. frequency of spill-over events from an animal to the

human population), the detection of (i.e. diagnostic ca-

pabilities), and the awareness for (i.e. likelihood of public

health services to recognize) novel epidemic agents will

likely increase qualitatively and quantitatively. Updating

of emergency preparedness plans in an evidence-guided

process requires an interdisciplinary concept of research

and public health efforts taking into account the multi-

factorial nature of the problem to aid policy formulation

[2]. Here we build on a conceptual framework for the

classification of drivers of human exposure to animal

pathogens [3��] and suggest a framework of drivers de-

termining the efficiency of human-to-human transmission

involving the airspace.

Circle of transmission events
The airborne transmission of pathogens occurs through

‘aerosol’ and ‘droplet’ means [4,5��]. In a strict sense,

airborne transmission refers to aerosols (�5 mm) that can

spread over distances greater than 1 m, while droplet
transmission is defined as the transfer of large-particle

droplets (>5 mm) over a shorter distance [5��]. Here,

we consider airborne transmission of infectious agents

in a broader sense as any transmission through the air

which consists of four steps (Figure 1): Firstly, the path-

ogen is associated with either liquid droplets/aerosols or

dust particles when traveling directly from donor to

recipient, but may also be deposited on a surface and

re-emerge into the air later; secondly, the pathogen is

deposited in the recipient, usually by inhalation, resulting

in infection of the respiratory tract; thirdly, the pathogen

is amplified, either in the respiratory tract or in peripheral

tissues; and finally, the pathogen is emergent at the site of

shedding (in most cases the upper respiratory tract) in

sufficient loads and capable of expulsion. In the process of

transmission, the recipient becomes a donor when micro-

bial replication and subsequent pathophysiological

events in the host result in release of the pathogen.

Drivers impacting on movement of pathogens
through the air
Airborne transmission of microbes can follow different

aerodynamic principles, and some microorganisms are

suspected or proven to spread by more than one route

[4]. Moreover, the mode of transmission and anisotropic

delivery of a pathogen into the recipient contributes to

disease severity [6,7]. There are no substantive differ-

ences between droplet-size distribution for expulsive

methods like sneezing, cough with mouth closed, cough

with mouth open, and speaking loudly one hundred

words [8–10]; however, the number of respiratory droplets

that likely contain pathogens can differ [9]. After expul-

sion, successful transmission requires that the pathogen

remains infectious throughout airborne movement, with

or without an intervening deposition event (Figure 1).

Drivers influencing the success of such a process are those

that define the chemico-physical properties of both the air

mass and the vehicle or carrier, including temperature,

ultraviolet (UV) radiation, relative (RH) and absolute

humidity, and air ventilation (inside) or air movement

(outside) [9]. Their interplay ultimately determines

pathogen movement and stability [11–13]. Pathogen sur-

vival is also influenced by pathogen structure, for exam-

ple, enveloped viruses are less stable outside the host

than non-enveloped viruses [14]. Among Chlamydia (Ch.)
pneumoniae, Ch. trachomatis LGV2, Streptococcus (S.) pneu-
moniae, S. faecalis, Klebsiella pneumoniae, and cytomegalo-

virus, the survival of Ch. pneumoniae (and S. faecalis) in

aerosols was superior [15]. Variation in RH might influ-

ence not only environmental stability of the pathogen but

also the droplet size [16] which in turn defines deposition

rate [16,17]. Eighty percent of droplets emitted from a

cough deposit within 10 min, and highest deposition rates

for all droplet-nuclei sizes range within 1 m horizontal

distance [17]. Pathogens like influenza virus can persist in

the environment for hours to days and have been found on

surfaces in healthcare settings [18–21]. UV radiation is the

major inactivating factor for influenza viruses in the

outdoor environment (reviewed in [22]).

Drivers impacting on the infection of the
recipient
Pathogen-containing large particles (>6 mm) deposit pre-

dominantly in the upper airway, medium-sized particles

(2–6 mm) mainly in central and small airways, and small

particles (<2 mm) predominantly in the alveolar region of

the lungs [23]. In general, airborne pathogens tend to

have a relatively low infectious dose 50% (ID50) value. At

any specific site of deposition within a host, ID50 of a

pathogen is determined by factors such as local immune

responses and the cellular and tissue tropism defined by

distribution of receptors and/or adherence factors, tissue

temperature, pH, polymerase activity of the pathogen,

and activating proteases. Co-infections may alter immune

responses and factors that govern tropism.

Drivers impacting on pathogen amplification
in the host
Pathogens amplify either at the site of initial deposition in

the respiratory tract or in peripheral tissues. For influenza

virus or human respiratory syncytial virus, this is the site

of initial entry whilst other pathogens have either distinct

secondary amplification sites or replicate both locally and

systemically, for example, Measles virus (MeV), Nipah

virus and Mycobacterium (M.) tuberculosis (Figure 1).

Microorganisms often damage host tissue through the

release of toxins and toxic metabolites, as a direct result

of replication, or as a consequence of activation and

infiltration of immune cells [24��]. This may allow the

pathogen to spread in the body and replicate to sufficient

numbers to favor onward transmission. Self-assembly in
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